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ABSTRACT:
Grey Wolf Optimizer has emerged an efficient meta-heuristic optimization technique in recent changing powerful world, including a few applications in enhancement issues. It has very good capability in exploitation and exploration for unimodal, multimodal problems. They are conveyed by grey wolves in nature as Alpha, beta, delta and omega are four kinds of grey wolves that are utilized to repeat the initiative quality among grey wolves. This paper reviews about the survey on applications of grey wolf algorithm.
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[1] INTRODUCTION
Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) is one of ongoing meta-heuristics swarm intelligence strategies. It has been broadly custom-made for a wide assortment of advancement issues because of its amazing attributes over other swarm intelligence techniques: it has not very many parameters, and no determination data is required in the underlying pursuit. Likewise it is basic, simple to utilize, adaptable, versatile, and has a unique capacity to strike the correct harmony between the investigation and abuse amid the inquiry which prompts good intermingling. In this way, the GWO has as of late picked up a major research enthusiasm with gigantic crowds from a few spaces in a brief timeframe. Accordingly, in this survey paper, a few research distributions utilizing GWO have been outlined and abridged. At first, an early on data about GWO is given which shows the characteristic establishment setting and its related advancement reasonable system. The fundamental tasks of GWO are procedurally examined, and the hypothetical establishment is depicted. Besides, the ongoing renditions of GWO are examined in detail which is arranged into altered, hybridized and paralleled variants. The principle utilizations of GWO are likewise altogether portrayed. The applications have a place with the spaces of worldwide streamlining, control building, bioinformatics, natural applications, machine getting the hang of, systems administration and picture preparing, and so on. The open source programming of GWO
is additionally given. The survey paper is finished by giving a rundown finish of the principle establishment of GWO and proposes a few conceivable future headings that can be additionally examined.

Figure 1. Flow Chart of Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) Algorithm.


**[APPLICATIONS OF GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER]**

Because of the noteworthy focal points of GWO, enormous research applications from different significant research spaces have been handled. These applications are categorized in this review paper into machine learning applications, wireless sensor network applications, environmental modeling applications, medical and bioinformatics application and image processing applications. In the accompanying subsection, a far reaching and comprehensive dialog is given.
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[2.1] Machine Learning Applications

GWO has been connected in various machine learning applications. The majority of these applications fall into primary four classes: feature selection, training neural networks, optimizing support vector machines and medical and bio informatics applications.

[2.1.1] Feature Selection

Feature selection is one of the vital procedures in machine learning and information mining. The objective of highlight determination is to lessen the quantity of highlights, select the most delegate ones and to take out excess, uproarious and superfluous highlights. The issue of hunting down best arrangement of highlights is considered as unpredictable and troublesome issue because of the greatly vast pursuit space when the quantity of highlights is substantial. In [7] Emary et al. broadened their past work and directed an exhaustive report on using two methodologies of double GWO in highlight determination utilizing diverse refreshing systems. Following a similar wrapper structure with a k-NN wellness evaluator, tests were led on 18 datasets. They thought about the execution of GWO determination strategies with GA and PSO. Their acquired outcomes affirm the past results. An alternate methodology dependent on GWO for highlight determination was proposed in [6]. This methodology is comprised of two fundamental subsequent stages: the first is a sifted base that uses shared data conditions as a wellness work, while the second is a wrapper-based that joins a classified as an evaluator. Once more, the k-NN calculation was utilized as a classifier in the wrapper of the second stage. The tests were directed dependent on 8 datasets contrasting SSGWO with PSO and GA. The created methodology demonstrated promising outcomes as far as heartiness and maintaining a strategic distance from nearby minima. It was seen that in the recently referenced three works, a little populace estimate was utilized running from 5 up to just 8. A straightforward adjustment of GWO to make it a double form was additionally embraced by Medjahed et al. [14]. Their double form was utilized for Feature selection for hyper spectral band choice. Another work toward this path was made by Li et al. [13] who proposed a twofold form of GWO coordinated as a part of a wrapper-based methodology for highlight determination. They utilized Kernel Extreme Learning Machine as a classifier for therapeutic conclusion issues Medjahed et al. [14] changed over the GWO to a twofold frame utilizing a straightforward edge. The creators connected their methodology for hyper spectral band choice.

[2.1.2] Training Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are information processing models roused the biological nervous systems. ANNs are generally connected in research and practice because of their high capacity for catching nonlinearity and dynamicity. In any case, the execution of ANNs is exceedingly influenced by their structure and association loads. Customarily, the proficiency of any new meta-heuristic calculation is researched in streamlining the association loads neural systems not long after its discharge. GWO is the same. Mirjalili [15] connected GWO for preparing MLP, which are the most well known sorts of neural system. In his work, GWO was connected to enhance the load and predispositions of a solitary shrouded MLP arrange. The
proposed preparing approach was contrasted and other surely understood transformative coaches including: PSO, GA, ACO, ES and PBIL. The correlation results dependent on five characterization and three capacity estimate datasets demonstrated prevalence of GWO in preparing MLP systems. A spiral premise work neural system (RBFN) is another prevalent kind of neural systems. A changed rendition of GWO was connected for a kind of RBFNs called q-Gaussian spiral premise useful connection nets (RBFLNs) in [16]. The creators contrasted the execution of GWO with PSO, educating learning-based improvement calculation (TLBO) and GSA. The RBFLNs prepared by GWO demonstrated higher exactness rates for various relapse and arrangement problems.

[2.1.3] Optimizing Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVM is considered as one of the ground-breaking classifiers and regressions. SVM was established by Vladimir Vapnik dependent on a solid numerical establishment [19, 20]. To amplify the execution of SVM, two hyper parameters ought to be tuned; the mistake punishment parameter C and the portion parameters. The issue is typically tended to by utilizing a basic or comprehensive lattice look. Be that as it may, this strategy isn't exceedingly productive because of the long running time required for assessing every single conceivable blend. Thusly, numerous scientists examined enhancing these hyper parameters utilizing meta-heuristic calculations. As of late, GWO was connected for tuning the hyper parameters of SVM in various productions. In [8], Eswaramoorthy et al. tuned gamma and sigma parameters in SVM for arranging intracranial electroencephalogram signals. The outcomes demonstrated higher precision rates contrasted with another classifier. In [5], GWO was connected for tuning the punishment cost parameter and bit parameters of SVM. The methodology was tried for picture arrangement. Distinctive part works were tested in their investigation. However, there were no correlation with different ways to deal with assess the centrality of the proposed methodology.

[2.1.4] Clustering Applications

Clustering is a typical machine learning and data mining task where the objective is to isolate information occurrences into various gatherings that have comparative attributes in some sense [2]. Meta-heuristic calculations have been generally utilized and connected for bunching undertakings. In the writing, the vast majority of the meta-heuristic approaches for bunching are proposed as an option in contrast to the traditional k-implies calculation which is a standout amongst the most celebrated grouping approaches. K-implies calculation very relies upon its underlying determination of its centroids and it is exceedingly likely that it will be caught in a nearby minima. Another methodology was proposed by Yang and Lui [21] where GWO and K-implies calculations were hybridized in way that GWO's errand was to choose the underlying centroids for the k-intend to defeat the reliance of the underlying beginning stages.


Handling the inclusion issue in WSN, Shieh et al. [3] proposed a variety of GWO called Herds GWO (HGWO) for enhancing sensor inclusion WSNs. The target capacity of their methodology considers inclusion covers and openings of conveying WSN. Contrasted with GA and the traditional GWO, the HGWO demonstrated higher capacity in discovering quality
arrangements regarding great inclusion inside sensible computational time. In WSN directing, Al-Aboody and Al-Raweshidy [1] proposed a three-level half and half grouping steering convention calculation (MLHP) in view of GWO for remote sensor systems. The objective of the calculation is to broaden the system lifetime. The assignment of GWO in their execution is the probabilistic determination of bunch heads in level two of the system. Their trials demonstrated that the throughput of the proposed methodology is higher than for the other known calculations. Confinement was additionally explored by Nguyen et al. [9]. The creators proposed a multi-objective GWO for taking care of the hub restriction issue. The creator brought up that the multi-target approach can be more effective in taking care of the issue than the single-target approach. They used two target capacities which are the separation of hubs and the geometric topology. They demonstrated that the proposed methodology can successfully decrease the normal confinement blunder.

[2.3] Environmental Modeling Applications

In environmental modeling, a few examinations have conveyed GWO in improving forecasting and quality models; Sweidan et al. [18] proposed a half breed order demonstrate dependent on cased-based thinking (CBR) and GWO for water contamination evaluation dependent on fish gills tiny pictures. The job of GWO was to choose CBR reasonable coordinating and closeness measures alongside performing highlight choice. An alternate application was led by Song et al. [17] who proposed a surface wave scattering bend reversal conspire dependent on GWO. GWO indicated exceptionally focused outcomes when contrasted with different streamlining agents like GA and PSOGSA. The author suggested the utilization of GWO for parameter estimation in surface waves.

[2.4] Medical And Bioinformatics Application

GWO has been conveyed in various methodologies for different therapeutic and bioinformatics applications. For instance in [13], Li et al. utilized a twofold GWO for Feature selection with outrageous learning machine (ELM) classifier for two therapeutic analysis issues: Parkinson's malady determination and bosom malignant growth finding. Excellent arrangements were acquired. In Bioinformatics, Jayapriya and Arock [10] used a parallel variant of GWO for numerous groupings adjusting issue. Their methodology indicated effectiveness as far as time multifaceted nature. In a similar research territory, similar creators proposed a variety of GWO for pair wise sub-atomic succession arrangement. They sent another wellness work that profits most extreme coordinated means new conceivable sub-atomic groupings [11]. In [4], Elhariri joined GWO with SVM for EMG flag arrangement which has a wide scope of clinical and biomedical applications. GWO was used to tune the hyper parameters of the SVM. The proposed methodology demonstrated promising outcomes contrasted with different meta-heuristics like GA, ACO, ES and PSO.

[2.5] Image Processing

In the field of image Thresholding, Li et al. [12] tended to the issue of staggered picture Thresholding issue. The creators proposed an altered discrete variety of GWO for improving
fluffy Kapur’s entropy as a target capacity to acquire a lot of edges. In views of experiments, for hyper spectral picture arrangement, Medjahed et al. [14] proposed a GWO-based system for band determination and to diminish the dimensionality of hyper spectral pictures with an objective not to lessen the grouping exactness of the picture. The creators detailed the issue as a combinatorial advancement issue. Their goal function combined between grouping exactness and class distinguishableness measures. Assessment results dependent on three hyper spectral pictures demonstrated attractive outcomes contrasted with other element determination strategies.

[3] CONCLUSION

The Grey Wolf Algorithm helps us understand that it can be successfully implemented in various fields. It has ability to handle a massive number of variables and solving large scale problems. The performance of this algorithm was investigated in terms of exploration and exploitation in open source software’s like MATLAB, Lab VIEW and Python. GWO divides the population into four groups which has been proved to be an efficient mechanism to solve benchmark problems. To improve the performance of GWO in research area for solving real world problems hybrid optimization techniques are to be recommended.
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